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Image set classification [3, 4] aims to recognize an object of interest from
a set of image instances captured from varying viewpoints or under varying
illuminations, which is different from the conventional image classification
where each training and testing example is a single still image. Compared
to a single image, an image set offers us more useful information to describe objects of interest. However, it is also more challenging to exploit
discriminative information from image sets because there are usually larger
intra-class variations within a set, which makes the classification task more
difficult.
In this paper, we propose a new multi-manifold deep metric learning
(MMDML) approach for image set classification, where the key idea of the
proposed approach is shown in Figure 1. Given each image set, we first
model it as a nonlinear manifold because manifolds can effectively describe
the geometrical and structural information of image instances within image
sets. Motivated by the fact that deep learning has demonstrated superb capability to model the nonlinearity of samples, we propose a MMDML method
to learn multiple sets of nonlinear transformations, one set for each object
class, to nonlinearly map multiple sets of image instances into a shared feature subspace, under which the manifold margin of different class is maximized, so that both discriminative and class-specific information can be
exploited, simultaneously.
Let X = [X1 , · · · , Xc , · · · , XC ] be the training set of C different classes,
where Xc = [xc1 , xc2 , · · · , xci , · · · , xcNc ] ∈ Rd×Nc denotes the cth image set,
1 ≤ c ≤ C, Nc is the number of samples in this image set, xci is the ith image
in this image set, and d is the feature dimension of each image. As shown
in Figure 1, we construct a deep neural network for each class, and pass the
image set Xc into the cth network. Assume there are L + 1 layer in the work,
and dcl denote the number of nodes in lth layer of the cth network, where
1 ≤ l ≤ L. For the image xci , its output of the first layer in the cth network
is computed as: h1ci = s(Wc1 xci + b1c ), where Wc1 is the projection matrix
and b1c is the bias vector to be learned in the first layer of the cth network,
s is a nonlinear active function which applies component-wisely, which is
widely used in previous deep learning algorithms [1, 2]. Then, the output
of the first layer of this network is used as the input of the second layer.
Therefore, the output of the second layer is h2ci = s(Wc2 h1ci + b2c ), where Wc2
is the projection matrix and b2c is the bias vector to be learned in the second
layer of the cth network, respectively. Similarly, the output for the lth layer
l
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is hlci = s(Wcl hl−1
ci + bc ), and for the top layer is: hci = s(Wc hci + bc ),
L
L
where Wc is the projection matrix and bc is the bias vector to be learned for
the top layer of the cth network, respectively.
For each sample hLci from the cth manifold, we compute two squared
distances D1 (hLci ) and D2 (hLci ), which measure the dissimilarity between this
sample and its intra-class and inter-class neighbors as follows:
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Figure 1: The basic idea of our proposed image set classification approach.

margin between the cth manifold and other manifolds:
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By applying the criterion in (3) on each sample from all image sets in
the training set, we formulate the following optimization problem for our
MMDL modal:
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where the first term maximizes the manifold margins to exploit the discriminative information for classification, and the second term regularizes the
parameters of these networks, λ is a parameter to balance the contributions
of different terms, and g(a) is a generalized logistic loss function to smoothly approximate the hinge loss function a = max(a, 0).
Since hLcip and hLciq depend on the network parameters Wc1 ,Wc2 , · · · ,WcL ,
and b1c , b2c , · · · , bLc , which are also to be learned in our method, the optimization function defined in (4) is an egg and chicken problem. To address this,
we develop an iterative algorithm to obtain a local optimal solution. Specifically, we first initialize the network parameters with appropriate values and
compute the intra-class and inter-class neighbors, then, we update these parameters by (4) until convergence.
Implementation of this method by the stochastic sub-gradient descent
algorithm is described in the paper, as are the details of the procedure of the
(1) algorithm. Our conclusion is that multi-manifold deep metric learning is an
effective approach to image set classification.
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